"HVE FOR THE SYMBOLS AT YOUR DOOR
oneself : Oh, I don't think so. We haven't any moths, at least
we never have had.
dealer (after a further twenty minutes): This the lot ?
oneself : I think so (as though one didnt know).
dealer : No demand for any of this stuff. If it had been gentle-
men's tweeds—Your husband hasn't got no tweeds he'd like to
sell me> I suppose ?
But to answer this in full would involve a complete life history:
Not only why your husband hasn't got no tweeds and why he
wouldn't sell them if he had, but why you haven't got a husband.
Finally one said "No" as involving least trouble.
Haggling ends abruptly, and one is left without dignity or
self-respect, but clutching a filthy piece of paper representing, they
say, ten shillings, and a further dingy florin and four greasy pennies.
Which is exactly how one feels after the miracle of SulphaoiLamide,
and exactly how I felt the whole grey humid length of my first
day at Tor Cross. Not even stormy rain; what word is drearier
than drizzle ?
"There's nothing to look forward to," I moaned, ungrateful
that I was still a living creature, "Nothing anywhere/'
And tie answer to that nonsense was a rainbow. Not slowly
appearing and only faintly visible at first, but a rainbow brilliant
and sudden as the first covenant, arching right across the sky till
the end of it touched the waters and the other end the low green
hills. The blurring rain had vanished as though a Word had been
spoken to dissolve it, and in the sudden riot of blue sky and colour,
sun on the sea and sun on the hills, the rainbow still swept in a
strong curve: For once, there was not that impermanent gone-in-
a-moment feeling of rainbows, but as though it might be-there
for ever, and you could have confidence and gaze and gaze and
even look away for a few moments and it would still be mere. It
had a two-dimensional reality, perhaps because you could see the
whole span at once, not chopped into broken segments by chimney-
pot or roof. /And as though that were not enough, a second
rainbow appeared within the first, gaily repeating the promise.
Only after a long time—as one measures time in rainbows—did
the brightness gradually recede, back and back across the bay to
the hills, fainter, fading, gone.
Five for the Symbols at your Door.
I did not know then that we were in for a positive hysteria of
rainbows; that we were to see them.every day and every few
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